
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a principal data engineer.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for principal data engineer

Work cross-functionally to understand the linkage between business goals,
business architectures, and technology architectures – and strive to further
business goals via organic or inorganic evolution of cloud architectures
Can oversee multiple projects, have in-depth knowledge to make technical
decisions and lead technical discussions
Act as application service manager and provide technical support for our
global IT Portfolio tracking and analysis tool (Web application based on Ruby
and an Oracle database)
Provide technical expertise for organizing our Business Operations Core Data
and their relationships held in various databases/tools
Use our currently productively used reporting and analyses solutions
(Spotfire, SSAS, SSRS) to maintain and evolve all productive reports and
analyses based on them, the creation of new report and analysis solutions
Identify new opportunities and innovative ways to enhance our entire
Business Operations Core Data management, the reporting and analysis
environment and methods used with the goal to constantly increase
efficiency, reliability, stability, consistency, the flexibility to address new
portfolio analysis related requirements in a timely fashion
Define proper data management solution(s) to meet our data management,
reporting and analyses needs and requirements
Perform prototyping to refine the requirements with proper documentation
Implement new, agreed solutions, maintain and evolve them technically over
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Actively work with and for the P&O team and other stakeholders/customers
in P&O and NIBR Informatics, NX operations teams providing services
needed to deliver the intended solutions

Qualifications for principal data engineer

At least 3 years solid hands-on experience in Hadoop Ecosystem of Tools
(Spark, Hive, Pig, Oozie, Impala, MapReduce) is a must
5+ years experience in writing complicated database queries in SQL language
(Oracle, Vertica, Hive, etc) designing robust relational database objects
Good proficiency in Python scripting is a must
3+ years of experience in ETL design, implementation and maintenance
(Informatica/Talend/Pentaho)
Strong understanding of database performance concepts like indices,
segmentation, projections, and partitions
Experience working in a data warehouse environment with diverse data
sources is necessary


